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Abstract 30 

In this paper, precipitation rate retrieval algorithms for the Global Precipitation Measurement 31 

mission’s Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR) are developed. The DPR consists of a Ku-32 

band radar (KuPR;13.6 GHz) and a Ka-band radar (KaPR; 35.5 GHz). For the KuPR, an algorithm 33 

similar to the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission’s Precipitation Radar algorithm is developed, 34 

with the relation between precipitation rate R and mass-weighted mean diameter Dm (R−Dm 35 

relation) replacing the relation between the specific attenuation k and effective radar reflectivity 36 

factor Ze. The R−Dm relation can also be applied to the KaPR and dual-frequency algorithms. In 37 

both the single-frequency and dual-frequency algorithms, the forward retrieval method is applied 38 

with an assumed adjustment factor for the R−Dm relation () and the results are evaluated to select 39 

the best value of . The advantages of the dual-frequency algorithm are the availability of the dual-40 

frequency surface reference technique and the ZfKa method, which is a method to use the 41 

attenuation-corrected radar reflectivity factor Zf of KaPR, to select  as well as the possibility to 42 

selectively use measurements from KuPR or KaPR. This paper also describes the derivation of the 43 

scattering table and the R−Dm relation as well as the procedure for non-uniform beam filling 44 

correction in detail. The outputs are then statistically analyzed to demonstrate algorithm 45 

performance. 46 

 47 

Keywords  precipitation radar, drop size distribution, scattering table, non-uniform beam filling 48 

correction, surface reference technique 49 

50 
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1. Introduction 51 

 52 

1.1 Overview of DPR 53 

  The Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR) instrument is carried on the core satellite of the 54 

Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission (Kojima et al. 2012; Iguchi 2020; Masaki et al. 55 

2020). The GPM core satellite started operations in March 2014 (Hou et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson 56 

et al. 2017). The satellite orbits the Earth about 16 times per day in a non-sun-synchronous orbit 57 

between 65°S and 65°N. The DPR consists of a Ku-band radar (KuPR;13.6 GHz) and a Ka-band 58 

radar (KaPR; 35.5 GHz), which have a horizontal resolution of approximately 5 km at the surface. 59 

  As shown in Fig. 1, the KuPR observes 49 pixels (blue circles) per scan. An angle bin number from 60 

1 to 49 is given successively to each pixel or field of view (FOV), with angle bin 25 associated with 61 

nadir viewing. During one scan by the KuPR, the KaPR observes 25 pixels (red circles) that are 62 

coincident with the inner swath of the KuPR and 24 pixels (green circles) in an interleaved scan. 63 

Angle bin numbers from 1 to 25 are assigned to the pixels of the KaPR’s normal scan, which are 64 

collocated with KuPR’s pixels with angle bin numbers from 13 to 37. Dual-frequency measurements 65 

are available in this inner swath of the 25 FOV, and the pixels are known as dual-frequency 66 

measurement pixels. 67 

  The KuPR and KaPR (normal scan) channels have a range resolution of 250 m, but echo power 68 

measurements are made every 125 m, a process known as oversampling. Similarly, the KaPR 69 

(interleaved scan) has a 500 m range resolution, but measures echo power every 250 m. As the latter 70 
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has a coarser range resolution but higher sensitivity, it is known as high-sensitivity mode KaPR 71 

(KaHS). 72 

  The scan pattern described above was in operation until May 21, 2018, after which the KaPR was 73 

modified by redirecting interleaved scan KaHS pixels to the outer swath to make coincident Ku-band 74 

and Ka-band data available over the full 49-pixel swath (Iguchi 2020). This scan pattern has remained 75 

in effect since then. In this paper, only observations from before the scan pattern change are 76 

considered. 77 

  The KuPR radar is the successor to the Precipitation Radar (PR) instrument on the Tropical Rainfall 78 

Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite, which operated from 1997 to 2015 (Kumerrow et al. 1998; 79 

Kozu et al. 2001; Takahashi et al. 2016). KuPR and PR have the same scan patterns and horizontal 80 

resolution (after TRMM underwent an orbit altitude change in 2001). PR had a range resolution of 81 

250m where, outside of the central swath, echo power was measured at an interval of 250m (i.e., no 82 

oversampling). The difference in frequencies between PR (13.8 GHz) and KuPR (13.6 GHz) is small 83 

and is thus neglected in this study. 84 

 85 

1.2 DPR algorithms 86 

  The DPR standard Level-1 algorithm is independently applied to KuPR and KaPR data and outputs 87 

such as echo power, noise power, measurement time, and location are stored in the respective KuPR 88 

and KaPR Level-1 data products (Masaki et al. 2020). The DPR standard Level-2 algorithms 89 

(hereafter, DPR algorithms) consist of three algorithms: the KuPR, KaPR, and dual-frequency 90 
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algorithms (Kubota et al. 2014; Iguchi et al. 2018; Iguchi 2020). The KuPR algorithm uses the KuPR 91 

Level-1 product as input and is applied to the blue pixels in Fig. 1. The KaPR algorithm uses the 92 

KaPR Level-1 product as input and is applied to the red and green pixels in Fig. 1. The KuPR and 93 

KaPR algorithms are single-frequency algorithms and output KuPR and KaPR Level-2 data products, 94 

respectively. The dual-frequency algorithm can use measurements from either KuPR or KaPR, or 95 

from both when available, and is applied to all pixels (blue, red, and green) shown in Fig. 1. In the 96 

inner swath where both Ku-band and Ka-band data are available, three estimates are generated by the 97 

KuPR, KaPR, and dual-frequency algorithms. Outside of the coincident pixels in the inner swath, the 98 

dual-frequency algorithm basically functions as a single-frequency algorithm. The dual-frequency 99 

algorithm’s outputs are stored in the dual-frequency Level-2 data product. 100 

 101 

1.3 Modules 102 

  Each of the DPR algorithms (KuPR, KaPR, and dual-frequency) consists of six modules as shown 103 

in Fig. 2. In the single-frequency algorithms, the six modules are executed twice, whereas they are 104 

executed only once in the dual-frequency algorithm. The role of each module is briefly explained 105 

below. A more detailed description can be found in Iguchi et al. (2018). 106 

 107 

a. Preparation module 108 

  From the signal level of the radar return power recorded at each range bin, measured radar 109 

reflectivity factors are computed for range bins where the signal level exceeds the noise level by a 110 
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prescribed amount. The surface-level range bin is determined and the surface backscattering cross 111 

section is then calculated. Next, contamination of the precipitation return by surface returns from the 112 

main antenna lobe or sidelobes is searched for. Clutter-removal techniques developed by Kubota et 113 

al. (2016) and Kubota et al. (2018) are then applied to the KuPR and KaPR data, respectively. 114 

 115 

b. Vertical profile module 116 

  Vertical profiles of atmospheric variables such as air temperature (denoted by T), air pressure, and 117 

humidity are derived from environmental grid data based on the Japan Meteorological Agency’s 118 

Global Analysis dataset. In the second loop of the single-frequency algorithms, a cloud liquid water 119 

(CLW) database is used to provide a vertical CLW profile as a function of the surface precipitation 120 

rate and precipitation type estimated in the first loop. In the dual-frequency algorithm, the CLW 121 

database is used by referring to the surface precipitation rate and precipitation type estimated by the 122 

single-frequency algorithms. Next, attenuation due to non-precipitating particles (e.g., CLW) and 123 

atmospheric gases (e.g., oxygen and water vapor) is calculated and the radar reflectivity factor is 124 

corrected (Kubota et al. 2020). In this paper, Zm denotes the radar reflectivity factor corrected for non-125 

precipitating particles and atmospheric gases. 126 

 127 

c. Classification module 128 

  The variables Zm and T are used to search for a bright band (BB). If a BB is detected, the top, peak, 129 

and bottom range bins of the BB are determined. Classification of the precipitation type, such as 130 
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stratiform and convective precipitation, is also performed. Details of the precipitation type 131 

classification method are described by Awaka et al. (2016, 2020) and Le et al. (2016). 132 

 133 

d. SRT module 134 

  In the surface reference technique (SRT), path integrated attenuation (PIA) is estimated as the 135 

difference between the apparent surface backscattering cross sections measured outside and inside 136 

the area of precipitation. Details of the SRT can be found in Meneghini et al. (2015, 2020) and 137 

Meneghini and Kim (2017). The SRT module uses measured surface backscattering cross section 138 

output from the Preparation module. This output has not been corrected for non-precipitating particles 139 

or atmospheric gases; therefore, the PIA value estimated by the SRT includes the effects of non-140 

precipitating particles and atmospheric gases. The PIA estimates are then corrected for attenuation by 141 

non-precipitating particles and atmospheric gases in the Solver module. The corrected value is 142 

denoted by PIASRT. 143 

 144 

e. DSD module 145 

  A relation between the precipitation rate (denoted by R) and the mass-weighted mean drop size 146 

(denoted by Dm) is assumed (R−Dm relation) as a constraint for the DSD. An integer variable “phase” 147 

is then assigned to each range bin as an index to refer to the scattering table. For range bins with 148 

liquid precipitation, phase = 200 + T, where T is air temperature (oC). The phase variable is set to 100, 149 

150, and 200 at the top, peak, and bottom of the BB, respectively. Above the BB or 0oC height, phase 150 
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= 100 + T. 151 

 152 

f. Solver module 153 

  A precipitation rate retrieval algorithm is applied in the Solver module. From the inputs such as Zm, 154 

PIASRT, R−Dm relation, and phase, the outputs such as R, the DSD parameters (Dm and Nw), the 155 

effective radar reflectivity factor (Ze), and specific attenuation (k) are estimated. The final estimate of 156 

PIA (PIAfin) is then calculated from the profile of k. For the estimation process, a non-uniform beam 157 

filling (NUBF) correction is applied in the second loop of the single-frequency algorithms using 158 

estimates in the first loop; however, the NUBF correction is bypassed in the first loop of the single-159 

frequency algorithms because it requires estimates at surrounding pixels. In the dual-frequency 160 

algorithm, the NUBF correction is applied by referring to estimates from a single-frequency algorithm. 161 

 162 

1.4 Purpose of this study 163 

  To develop the precipitation rate retrieval algorithms of the DPR algorithms, the PR standard 164 

algorithm 2A25 (PR algorithm for short; Iguchi et al. 2000, 2009) is regarded as a precursor. For the 165 

KuPR algorithm, the precipitation rate retrieval algorithm is basically the same as the PR algorithm. 166 

The same structure and common physical assumptions are used as much as possible in all three DPR 167 

algorithms. The dual-frequency algorithm has some additional options and is thus expected to give 168 

better estimates than the single-frequency algorithms. 169 

  In the pre-launch phase, Seto et al. (2013) developed a precipitation retrieval algorithm that is 170 
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applicable to both single-frequency and dual-frequency measurements. The revised precipitation rate 171 

retrieval algorithm (Seto and Iguchi 2015) was applied to the DPR algorithms in version 03B, which 172 

was released in September 2014. In version 03B, neither the NUBF correction nor the R−Dm relation 173 

were used, and the dual-frequency algorithm sometimes gave unstable estimates. After modifications, 174 

version 06A was released in October 2018 (GPM_2AKa 2018; GPM_2AKu 2018; GPM_2ADPR 175 

2018). The basic functions of the KuPR algorithm in version 06A are also applied to TRMM PR 176 

standard algorithm version 8, which was released in July 2018 (GPM_2APR 2018), to ensure 177 

continuity between PR and KuPR precipitation retrievals. This paper describes the precipitation rate 178 

retrieval algorithm in version 06A. After the scan pattern change, version 06A ignores the KaHS and 179 

returns missing values for interleaved scans, whereas the experimental product (version 06X) uses 180 

KaHS in the outer swath. As noted earlier, only observations before the scan pattern change are used 181 

in this study; therefore, version 06X shall be explored in a future publication. In the next version, the 182 

algorithm will be applied both before and after the scan pattern change. 183 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the precipitation rate retrieval 184 

algorithm framework is explained using some simplifying assumptions. In sections 3 and 4, the 185 

scattering table and R−Dm relation are derived, respectively. In section 5, the NUBF correction 186 

method is explained. In sections 6 and 7, the single-frequency and the dual-frequency precipitation 187 

rate retrieval algorithms are respectively explained in detail without simplifying assumptions. In 188 

section 8, the KuPR, KaPR, and dual-frequency Level-2 products are statistically analyzed to check 189 

the performance of the precipitation rate retrieval algorithms and assess the advantages of the dual-190 
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frequency algorithm. Lastly, section 9 provides a summary. 191 

 192 

2. Framework of the precipitation rate retrieval algorithm 193 

  In this section, the precipitation rate retrieval algorithm framework is explained using some 194 

simplifying assumptions. 195 

 196 

2.1 Settings 197 

  Zm is obtained for n range bins from the storm top to the surface. The width of the range bin is set 198 

to L (km), which is 0.125 km for the normal scan and 0.25 km for the interleaved scan. Zm is assumed 199 

to be the average value of L, ignoring the effect of oversampling. Range bin numbers are given from 200 

top to bottom, with range bin 1 being at the storm top and range bin n being at the surface. PIASRT is 201 

assumed to be available. 202 

  Let D (mm) and N (mm−1 m−3) be the drop size diameter and number density per diameter, 203 

respectively. DSD function N(D) is assumed to follow a Gamma distribution as 204 

 ( ) ( ; )w mN D N f D D ,       (1) 205 

where 
4

4

6( 4) ( 4)
( ; ) exp

4 ( 4)
m

m m

D D
f D D

D D

 


      
    

     
,     (2) 206 

where  is the Gamma function with the value of  fixed at 3. Nw (mm−1 m−3) and Dm (mm) are the 207 

DSD parameters to be retrieved. Dm is the mass-weighted mean diameter. which is defined as 208 
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.       (3) 209 

 210 

2.2 Equations 211 

  Ze (mm6 m−3), k (dB km−1), and R (mm h−1) are functions of the DSD parameters as 212 

 ( )e w z mZ N f D ,        (4) 213 

 ( )w k mk N f D ,        (5) 214 

and ( ) ( )w R mR N f D c h ,       (6) 215 

where fZ, fk, and fR are derived in section 3, h is the height (km) from the ellipsoid, and c(h) is a 216 

correction factor. Because of low air density in the upper atmosphere, the precipitation particles have 217 

a higher fall speed, thus R can be empirically corrected using the term c(h), which is a function of 218 

height. c(h) is shown in Fig. 3. At h = 0, c(h) = 1. 219 

  At the distance l ( 0 l L  ) below the top of range bin i, the measured radar reflectivity factor is 220 

theoretically expressed as 221 

 0.2 0.2
,( ) 10 i iK L k l

m e iZ l Z   ,       (7) 222 

where 
1

1

i

i j
j

K k




 ,        (8) 223 

where j is a dummy variable for the range bin number. Ze,i and ki are the effective radar reflectivity 224 

factor and specific attenuation at range bin i, respectively. These values are assumed to be constant 225 

for 0 l L  . 226 
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  By taking the average of Zm(l) from l = 0 to l = L, Zm at range bin i can be calculated as 227 

 
0.2

0.2 0.2 0.2
, , ,

0 0

1 1 1 10
( ) 10 10 10

0.2(ln10)

i
i i i

L L k L
K L k l K L

m i m e i e i
il l

Z Z l dl Z dr Z
L L k L


  

 


    .  (9) 228 

If 0.1(ln10) kiL << 1, 229 

 
0.2 0.1(ln10) 0.1(ln10)

0.1 0.11 10
10 10

0.2(ln10) 0.2(ln10)

i i i
i i

k L k L k L
k L k L

i i

e e

k L k L

 
  

  .    (10) 230 

From Eqs. (9) and (10), 231 

 , ,dB dB 2m i e i i iZ Z K L k L   ,       (11) 232 

where dBX means 10log10X. 2KiL is attenuation caused by precipitation particles above range bin i. 233 

kiL is attenuation caused by precipitation particles at range bin i. 234 

  Without the approximation of Eq. (10), Eq. (11) is replaced by 235 

 , ,dB dB 2m i e i i iZ Z K L k L   ,      (12) 236 

where  satisfies 237 

 
0.2

0.11 10
10

0.2(ln10)

i
i

k L
k L

ik L





 .       (13) 238 

Here, is a decreasing function of ki and 0 <  < 1. 239 

  In the rest of this paper, the subscript i is omitted for simplicity. 240 

 241 

2.3 Constraints 242 

  There are 2n unknown parameters (Dm and Nw at n range bins), whereas the number of 243 

measurements (Zm at n range bins and PIASRT) in the single-frequency and dual-frequency algorithms 244 

are n+1 and 2n+2, respectively. In the single-frequency algorithm, except for the case of n = 1, the 245 
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number of unknown parameters is larger than the number of measurements. Thus, additional 246 

equations are needed to constrain unknown parameters. 247 

  However, constraints need not be expressed directly in terms of Nw and Dm. Because Ze, R, and k 248 

are functions of Nw and Dm, these values can also be used for constraints. Although the PR algorithm 249 

uses a k−Ze relation, the DPR algorithms assume an R−Dm relation in the following form 250 

 ( )mR g D ,        (14) 251 

where g is derived in section 4. 252 

 253 

2.4 Forward retrieval method 254 

  Here, Eqs. (4)–(6), (12), and (14) are given. The forward retrieval method determines unknown 255 

parameters sequentially from range bin 1 to range bin n as follows. 256 

 257 

a. Range bin 1 258 

  At range bin 1, K = 0 from Eq. (8). Thus, Eq. (12) becomes, 259 

 dB dBm eZ Z kL  .       (15) 260 

From Eqs. (6) and (14), 261 

 
( )

( ) ( )
m

w
R m

g D
N

f D c h
 .        (16) 262 

Substituting Eqs. (4), (5), and (16) into Eq. (15) yields, 263 

 10
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

dB 10log ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
m z m m k m

m m
R m R m

g D f D g D f D
Z D L

f D c h f D c h


 
  

 
.    (17) 264 

From Eqs. (5), (13), and (16),  is a function of Dm. 265 
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  Dm is selected to satisfy Eq. (17), and Nw is calculated using Eq. (16). Once Dm and Nw are given, 266 

Ze, k, and R can be calculated using Eqs. (4), (5), and (6), respectively. 267 

 268 

b. Other range bins 269 

  Zf is defined by 270 

 dB dBf eZ Z kL  .       (18) 271 

From Eqs. (12) and (18), 272 

 dB dB 2f mZ Z KL  .       (19) 273 

  Because K is determined at the range bins above the current range bin, the value is known from the 274 

forward retrieval method. Therefore, Zf can be calculated using Eq. (19). 275 

Substituting Eqs. (4), (5), and (16) into Eq. (18) yields, 276 

 10
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

dB 10log ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
m z m m k m

f m
R m R m

g D f D g D f D
Z D L

f D c h f D c h


 
  

 
,    (20) 277 

where Dm is selected to satisfy Eq. (20). Once Dm is obtained, Nw, Ze, k, and R can be calculated. 278 

 279 

2.5 Maximum Likelihood Method 280 

  After k is determined for range bins 1 to n using the forward retrieval method, PIA is calculated as281 

 
1

PIA 2
n

g i
i

k L


  .        (21) 282 

Because the function g is used in the forward retrieval method, the subscript g is used to identify the 283 

source of this PIA. 284 

  On the other hand, PIASRT can be expressed as 285 
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 0 0
SRTPIA dB dBe m   ,       (22) 286 

where 0
m is the measured surface backscattering cross section with precipitation and 0

e is the 287 

surface backscattering cross section without precipitation. 288 

  If PIASRT is correct, the function g should be modified so PIAg equals PIASRT. However, SRT is not 289 

perfect, thus g is modified following the maximum likelihood method. 290 

 291 

3. Scattering table 292 

  In this section, fz, fk, and fR are derived based on precipitation particle characteristics. 293 

 294 

3.1 Liquid precipitation 295 

  At and below the bottom of the BB (or 0oC height if no BB exists), precipitation particles are in a 296 

liquid phase and the liquid precipitation particles are assumed to be spherical in shape. The 297 

temperature of the particle is set to T. Based on Mie scattering theory, backscattering cross section b 298 

(D; , T) (mm2) and extinction cross section e (D; , T) (mm2) can be calculated for a particle with 299 

drop size diameter D and temperature T, where  is the wave length of the microwave (mm). 300 

  Here, Ze (mm6 m−3) can be calculated as 301 

 
   

4 4

2 25 5
0 0

( ; , ) ( ) ( ; , ) ( ; )e b w b m

D Dw w

Z D T N D dD N D T f D D dD
K K

    
   

 

 

   , (23) 302 

where    
 

2
0

2
0

1

2

w
w

w

n
K

n










,       (24) 303 

where nw0() is the refractive index for liquid water at 0oC. The value of   2
wK   is 0.9255 for KuPR 304 
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and 0.8989 for KaPR. From Eqs. (4) and (23), 305 

 
 

4

25
0

( ) ( ; , ) ( ; )Z m b m

Dw

f D D T f D D dD
K

  
 





  .    (25) 306 

  Here, k (dB km−1) can be expressed as 307 

 
0 0

0.01 0.01
( ; , ) ( ) ( ; , ) ( ; )

ln10 ln10e w e m

D D

k D T N D dD N D T f D D dD   
 

 

   .  (26) 308 

From Eqs. (5) and (26), 309 

 
0

0.01
( ) ( ; , ) ( ; )

ln10k m e m

D

f D D T f D D dD 




  .     (27) 310 

  The value of R (mm h−1) is calculated as 311 

 3 3 3 3

0 0

0.6 10 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0.6 10 ( ) ( ) ( ; )w m

D D

R V D c h D N D dD N V D c h D f D D dD 
 

 

 

      , (28) 312 

where V(D) is the fall speed (m s−1) of a liquid precipitation particle with drop size diameter D at h = 313 

0. From Eqs. (6) and (28), 314 

 3 3

0

( ) 0.6 10 ( ) ( ; )R m m

D

f D V D D f D D dD






   .     (29) 315 

  According to Atlas and Ulbrich (1977), V(D) is assumed to be 316 

 0.67( ) 3.78V D D .        (30) 317 

Substituting Eqs. (2) and (30) into Eq. (29) yields, 318 

 
 

3 4.67
0.674

6 ( 4.67)
( ) 0.6 10 3.78

4 4 ( 4)
R m mf D D


 

  
   

  
.    (31) 319 

Because = 3, Eq. (31) becomes 320 

 3 4.67( ) 0.1644 10R m mf D D   .      (32) 321 
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 322 

3.2 Mixed-phase precipitation 323 

  Above the bottom of the BB (or 0oC height if no BB exists), precipitation particles are a mixture 324 

of liquid water, ice, and air, and thus are known as mixed-phase particles. The shape of a mixed-phase 325 

particle is assumed to be spherical and its density is assumed to be dependent on T or the relative 326 

position to the BB, but independent of particle size. Following Thurai et al. (2001), the particle density 327 

and other parameters of mixed-phase particles are set as follows. 328 

  If a BB exists, the volumetric ratio of liquid water, Pw, the volumetric ratio of solid ice, Pi, and 329 

particle mass density, s (g cm–3) are prescribed at T = −50oC (phase = 50) and at several altitudes 330 

relative to the BB: the top of the BB (phase = 100), the peak of the BB (phase = 150), the bottom of 331 

the BB (phase = 200), between the top and the peak of the BB (phase = 125), and between the peak 332 

and the bottom of the BB (phase = 175). If no BB exists, the parameters are prescribed at T = −50oC 333 

(phase = 50) and T = 0oC (phase = 200). The refractive index, ns, of the mixed-phase particle can be 334 

expressed as 335 

 
2 2 2

2 2 2

1 ( , ) 1 ( , ) 1

( , ) ( , )
s w i

w i
s w i

n n T n T
P P

n U n T U n T U

 
 

  
 

  
,     (33) 336 

where nw(T,) and ni(T,) are the refractive indices of liquid water and solid ice, respectively, at 337 

temperature T and wavelength . The values of Pw, Pi, s, and U are listed in Table 1. 338 

  Based on Mie scattering theory, backscattering cross section b(Ds; , T, ns) and extinction cross 339 

section e(Ds; , T, ns) can be calculated for a particle with drop size diameter Ds, temperature T, and 340 

refractive index ns. 341 
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  According to Magono and Nakamura (1965), the fall speed Vs (m s−1) of a mixed-phase particle at 342 

h = 0, if 0.05   s (g cm−3)   0.3, is 343 

 0.5( ; ) 8.8 (0.1 )s s s s sV D D   .      (34) 344 

If s > 0.3 g cm−3, 345 

 
1/3 1/3

,0.3 ,0.31/3

( 0.3 )
( ; ) ( ) ( ) ( )

(1.0 0.3 )
s

s s s s s s sV D V D V D V D



     

,    (35) 346 

where Vs,0.3(Ds) is Vs calculated by Eq. (34), with s = 0.3 g cm−3, and D is the drop size diameter 347 

after the particle is melted, and can be calculated as 348 

 1/3
s sD D .        (36) 349 

  It is assumed that if mixed-phase particles are melted in place (at the same h), the DSD of melted 350 

particles would be given by Eq. (1). This assumption can be expressed as 351 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ; )s s s s s sN D V D dD N D V D dD ,      (37) 352 

where Ns(Ds) is the DSD for mixed-phase precipitation. Nw and Dm of N(D) are used for the DSD 353 

parameters of mixed-phase precipitation. 354 

  Ze can then be derived as 355 

 

4

25
0

4

25
0

( ; , , ) ( )
( )
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From Eqs. (4) and (38), 357 
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  Here, k is derived as 359 
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From Eqs. (5) and (40), 361 
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  Here, R is derived as 363 
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     (42) 364 

From Eqs. (6) and (42), 365 

 3 3

0

( ) 0.6 10 ( ) ( ; )R m m

D

f D V D D f D D dD






   ,     (43) 366 

which is the same as Eq. (29). 367 

  Although many studies have investigated the scattering properties of non-liquid precipitation 368 

particles with more complicated and realistic simulations (e.g., Liu 2004; Liao et al. 2013, 2016, 369 

2020; Nowell et al. 2013; Kuo et al. 2016), the DPR algorithms apply a simple model assuming 370 

spherical particles with fixed density. Liao et al. (2013) compared the backscattering and extinction 371 

cross sections of nonspherical particles calculated using a discrete dipole approximation (DDA) with 372 

those of mass-equivalent spherical particles with a fixed density calculated by Mie theory. For Ku-373 

band and Ka-band frequencies, the results agreed well when particle size is less than 2.5 mm. If the 374 

particle density is assumed to depend on particle size, density becomes lower for larger particles, 375 
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which can lead to disagreement with DDA calculations. According to Liao et al. (2013), particle 376 

density for the Ka-band is recommended to be 0.2 g cm−3 or higher. Kuo et al. (2016) performed 377 

similar tests and concluded that the fixed density between 0.1 g cm−3 and 0.3 g cm−3 produces 378 

backscattering and extinction cross sections similar to those calculated by DDA for Ku-band and Ka-379 

band frequencies. The use of a simple scattering model in the DPR algorithms, with an assumed fixed 380 

density of 0.1 g cm−3 or higher, is thus acceptable based on the previous studies. 381 

 382 

3.3 Scattering table 383 

  The values of fz (for KuPR and KaPR), fk (for KuPR and KaPR), and fR are calculated for a 384 

combination of Dm (0.1 mm–5.0 mm with a step of 0.001 mm) and phase (50–99, 100*, 125*, 150*, 385 

175*, and 200–250; * with BB), and these values are stored in the scattering table. For phases equal 386 

to 50, 100, 125, 150, and 175, fz and fk are calculated using Eqs. (39) and (41). For phases between 387 

200 and 250 (i.e., liquid phase precipitation with T = phase – 200), fz and fk are calculated using Eqs. 388 

(25) and (27). For phases between 51 and 99 (i.e., mixed-phase precipitation with T = phase − 100), 389 

fZ and fk are interpolated between the phases at 50 and 100 (50 and 200 if no BB exists) by assuming 390 

that dBfZ and fk are linear functions of T. Values of dBfz and dBfk are shown for different phase and 391 

Dm values in Fig. 4 (with BB) and Fig. 5 (without BB). If T < −50oC, the scattering table for phase 50 392 

is used. fR does not depend on phase, and thus is calculated using Eq. (32). 393 

 394 

4. R−Dm relation 395 
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  In this section, the R−Dm relation, or g(Dm), is derived. 396 

 397 

4.1 Reasons why the R−Dm relation is used in DPR algorithms 398 

  The PR algorithm used the k−Ze relation as a DSD constraint. Kozu et al. (2009a,b) summarized 399 

precipitation measurements in the tropics and obtained a Z−R relation in the standard form as 400 

 bZ aR ,         (44) 401 

where Z is the radar reflectivity factor (mm6 m−3) and a = 298.84 and b = 1.38 for stratiform 402 

precipitation and a = 184.20 and b = 1.43 for convective precipitation. Kozu et al. (2009b) derived 403 

the k−Ze relation from the Z−R relation as 404 

 ek Z   ,        (45) 405 

where  and  are constants. In the PR algorithm (version 6),  = 0.000282 and  = 0.7923 for 406 

stratiform precipitation and  = 0.000411 and  = 0.7713 for convective precipitation in the case of 407 

liquid-phase precipitation at 0oC. 408 

  Using a k−Ze relation and the Hitschfeld-Bordan method (Hitschfeld and Bordan, 1954), the PR 409 

algorithm can derive a profile of Ze from the profile of Zm without a scattering table. The k−Ze relation 410 

is applicable to the KuPR; however, no k−Ze relation in the form of Eq. (45) is suitable for the KaPR 411 

as will be explained in section 4.4. Therefore, the DPR algorithms do not use the k−Ze relation, but 412 

instead use the R−Dm relation. 413 

 414 

4.2 Derivation of the R−Dm relation 415 
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  The R−Dm relation is derived below. 416 

  From the Rayleigh approximation, Z is defined as 417 

 6

0

( )
D

Z D N D dD




  .       (46) 418 

Substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) into Eq. (46) yields, 419 
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     (47) 420 

As = 3, 421 

 70.034439 w mZ N D  .       (48) 422 

  From Eqs. (6) and (32), 423 

 3 4.670.1644 10 w mR N D   ,       (49) 424 

where c(h) = 1 is assumed. 425 

  Substituting Eqs. (48) and (49) into Eq. (44) yields, 426 

 
1

2.33
1

1
3
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0.1644 10

b
b

mR D
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.      (50) 427 

Therefore, g(Dm) is 428 

 ( ) q
m mg D pD ,        (51) 429 

where 
1

1

3

0.034439

0.1644 10

b
p

a




     

,       (52) 430 

and 
2.33

1
q

b



.         (53) 431 

  Substituting a and b from Eq. (44) into Eqs. (52) and (53) yields p = 0.392 and q = 6.131 for 432 

stratiform precipitation and p = 1.348 and q = 5.418 for convective precipitation. 433 
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 434 

4.3 Comparison of k−Ze relation and R−Dm relation 435 

  According to Kozu et al. (2009b), the k−Ze relation was derived by regression analysis from the 436 

Z−R relation. Thus, the k−Ze relation and R−Dm relation are not completely the same. The two 437 

relations are compared below. 438 

  Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (45) yields, 439 

 ( ) ( )w k m w z mN f D N f D
    .       (54) 440 

From Eq. (54), Nw is given as 441 

 

1

1( )

( )
z m

w
k m

f D
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f D

        
  

 .      (55) 442 

Substituting Eq. (55) into Eq. (6) yields, 443 

 

1

1( )
( ) ( )

( )
z m

R m
k m

f D
R f D c h

f D

        
  

      (56) 444 

  For liquid-phase precipitation with T = 0oC,  and  (as used in the PR standard algorithm), fZ (for 445 

KuPR), fk (for KuPR), fR, and c(h) = 1 are substituted into Eq. (56), then the relation between R and 446 

Dm can be numerically obtained. This relation is represented by the blue curve in Fig. 6.  and  for 447 

stratiform precipitation are used in Fig. 6(a) and those for convective precipitation are used in Fig. 448 

6(b). The R−Dm relation in Eq. (51) is shown by the black line in each figure. As both axes in Fig. 6 449 

are on a logarithmic scale, the R−Dm relation is a straight line. The k–Ze and R–Dm relations are 450 

generally close to each other when 0.1 mm h−1 < R < 100 mm h−1. 451 

 452 
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4.4 Investigation of the k−Ze relation for KaPR 453 

  Here we attempt to apply the k−Ze relation to the KaPR. Because KaPR has stronger attenuation 454 

than PR, the  value for KaPR is eight times larger than the  used in the PR standard algorithm. 455 

Additionally,  is set to be the same as that of PR. For liquid-phase precipitation with T = 0oC,  and 456 

(as explained above), fZ (for KaPR), fk (for KaPR), fR, and c(h) = 1 are substituted into Eq. (56). The 457 

numerical relation between R and Dm is then obtained as represented by the red curve in Fig. 6. The 458 

k–Ze relation for KaPR is notably different from the R−Dm relation. If  changes, the red curve moves 459 

upward or downward; however, the shape remains the same. The red curve has a local maximum at 460 

approximately Dm = 2.5 mm. It seems unnatural that R is a decreasing function of Dm when Dm is 461 

larger than 2.5 mm. If  changes, the red curve is never close to the R−Dm relation. Therefore, the 462 

k−Ze relation in the form of Eq. (45) is not appropriate for KaPR. 463 

 464 

4.5 R−Dm relation for mixed-phase precipitation 465 

  As in section 3.2, it is assumed that Eq. (37) holds if mixed-phase particles are melted in place (at 466 

the same h), thus the Nw and Dm values of N(D) are used for the DSD parameters of mixed-phase 467 

precipitation. Note that fR (Dm) does not depend on phase. Because Dm and R do not change after 468 

mixed-phase particles melt, the same R−Dm relation can be used for mixed-phase precipitation. 469 

 470 

4.6 Modification of R-Dm relation 471 

  As noted in section 2.5, the R−Dm relation must be modified when PIASRT is available. In the PR 472 
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standard algorithm, the k−Ze relation is modified by adjustment factor  as 473 

 ek Z  .        (57) 474 

  From Eqs. (4) – (6) and (57), 475 
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z m

R m
k m

f D
R f D c h

f D

        
  

.      (58) 476 

  A comparison of Eqs. (56) and (58) shows that the adjustment factor for the R−Dm relation is 
1

1   . 477 

Thus, Eq. (51) then becomes 478 

 ( ) r q
m mg D pD ,        (59) 479 

where 1

1
r





.        (60) 480 

Here r = 4.815 for stratiform precipitation and r = 4.373 for convective precipitation. 481 

 482 

5. NUBF correction 483 

  This section explains NUBF correction. NUBF was not considered in the previous sections, thus 484 

some equations must be modified. 485 

 486 

5.1 Assumptions about NUBF 487 

  A radar beam (denoted by B) is the combination of sub-beams with very narrow beam widths. As 488 

in Eq. (1), DSD in a sub-beam (denoted by S) is assumed as 489 

 , ,( ) ( ; )S w S m SN D N f D D ,       (61) 490 

where Dm,S and Nw,S are DSD parameters and f is the same as in Eq. (2). The subscript S denotes sub-491 
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beam S. Here, Dm,s and Nw,s are assumed to be 492 

 , ,m S m BD D ,        (62) 493 

and , ,w S w BN sN ,        (63) 494 

where s depends on S but not on range. Dm,B and Nw,B are constants for the beam B. 495 

  The probability density function of s can thus be assumed to be 496 

 1
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t
tt

p s s ts
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,       (64) 497 

where t is a probability distribution parameter that should be positive. The mean of s is calculated as 498 
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   ,    (65) 499 

and the variance of s is calculated as 500 
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   .   (66) 501 

  Because Nw,S is proportional to s, the average of Nw,S in beam B is Nw,B. Because Dm,S is constant, it 502 

is evident that the average of Dm,S in the beam B is Dm,B. 503 

 504 

5.2 Equations 505 

  In sub-beam S, effective radar reflectivity factor Ze,S, specific attenuation kS, and precipitation rate 506 

RS can be expressed as 507 

 , , , , ,( ) ( )e S w S z m S w B z m BZ N f D sN f D  ,      (67) 508 

 , , , ,( ) ( )S w S k m S w B k m Bk N f D sN f D  ,      (68) 509 

and , , , ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( )S w S R m S w B R m BR N f D c h sN f D c h  .     (69) 510 
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  Taking the averages of Eqs. (67)–(69) in beam B yields, 511 

 , , ,( )e B w B z m BZ N f D ,       (70) 512 

 , ,( )B w B k m Bk N f D ,       (71) 513 

and , ,( ) ( )B w B R m BR N f D c h ,       (72) 514 

where Ze,B, kB, and RB are the average values in the beam B. These equations mean that the scattering 515 

table or Eqs. (4)–(6) can be used for the average values in uniform and non-uniform cases. 516 

  The R−Dm relation is assumed to hold for the average values so that 517 

,( )B m BR g D ,        (73) 518 

where g is the same as the uniform case described in Eq. (14); however, RS = g(Dm,S) in any sub-beam 519 

is not guaranteed. 520 

  In the rest of this paper, the subscript B will be omitted so that variables without the subscript S 521 

mean the average values of the beam B. 522 

 523 

5.3 Effects of NUBF on forward retrieval method 524 

  In sub-beam S, the measured radar reflectivity factor, Zm,S, at range bin i is given by 525 

 , ,dB dB 2m S e S S S SZ Z K L k L   ,      (74) 526 

where 
1 1

,
1 1

( )
i i

S j S j
j j

K k sk sK
 

 

    ,      (75) 527 

and 
0.2

0.11 10
10

0.2(ln10)

S
S S

k L
k L

Sk L





 .       (76) 528 

For simplicity, S is replaced by  in Eq. (13), so that Eq. (74) becomes 529 
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 , ,dB dB 2m S e S S SZ Z K L k L   .      (77) 530 

  Then the average of Zm,S in the beam B can be calculated as 531 

 
( 1)0.1(2 ) 1

, , 10 1 0.1(ln10) (2 )S S
tK k L

m m S e S e

S B S B

Z Z dS Z dS Z t K k L 
   

 

        . (78) 532 

Eq. (78) is then rewritten as 533 

 1
1010( 1) log 1 0.1(ln10) (2 ) .m edBZ dBZ t t K k L           (79) 534 

  Zf,S is defined as 535 

 , ,dB dBf S e S SZ Z k L  .       (80) 536 

As in Eq. (77),  is used instead of S for simplicity. 537 

  The average of Zf,S in the beam B is 538 

 
( 1)0.1 1

, , 10 1 0.1(ln10) .S
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f f S e S e
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          (81) 539 

Eq. (81) can be rewritten as 540 

 1
1010( 1) log 1 0.1(ln10) .f edBZ dBZ t t kL           (82) 541 

  From Eqs. (79) and (82), 542 
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,    (83) 543 

and Eq. (83) can be approximated as 544 

 1
1010( 1) log 1 0.2(ln10)f mdBZ dBZ t t KL       .    (84) 545 

In the forward retrieval method, Eqs. (12), (18), and (19) are used in the uniform case; however, in 546 

non-uniform cases they are replaced by Eqs. (79), (82), and (84), respectively. 547 

 548 

5.4 Effects of NUBF on SRT 549 
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  In sub-beam S, PIAg,S is defined as 550 

 , ,
1

PIA 2
n

g S i S
i

k L


 .       (85) 551 

From Eqs. (21), (68), and (71), 552 

 ,
1

PIA 2( ) PIA
n

g S i g
i

sk L s


         (86) 553 

Thus, the average of PIAg,S in beam B is PIAg. 554 

  The measured surface backscattering cross section in sub-beam S is denoted by 0
m,S. The surface 555 

backscattering cross section without precipitation in sub-beam S is denoted by 0
e,S, and is expressed 556 

as 557 

 0 0
, , ,dB =dB +PIAe S m S g S  .       (87) 558 

The surface is assumed to be uniform, or 0
e,S is assumed to be constant in beam B, and is rewritten 559 

as 0
e. Therefore, 560 

 ,0.1PIA0 0
, 10 g S

m S e   .       (88) 561 

  Thus, the average of 0
m,S in beam B can be calculated as 562 

 ,0.1PIA0 0 0 0 1
, 10 1 0.1(ln10) PIAg S

t

m m S e e g

S B S B

dS dS t   
 

 

       .  (89) 563 

Eq. (89) is rewritten as 564 

 0 0
0dB dB PIAe m g   ,       (90) 565 

where 1
0 10PIA 10 log 1 0.1(ln10) PIA

t

g gt    .     (91) 566 

In non-uniform cases, PIASRT is not an estimate of PIAg, but PIAg0. In the uniform case, PIAg0 is the 567 

same as PIAg. Figure 7 shows the relationship between PIAg and PIAg0 for different values of t−1. 568 

When t−1 = 0 or the precipitation in the pixel is uniform, PIAg = PIAg0. In a non-uniform case, PIAg 569 
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> PIAg0, thus PIASRT becomes larger through the NUBF correction. To avoid overcorrection, the upper 570 

limit of t−1 is set to 0.25. The NUBF correction also affects the conversions from Zf to R and Zf to k; 571 

however, except for the case of heavy precipitation these effects are not very large. 572 

 573 

6. Single-frequency algorithm 574 

  This section explains the precipitation rate retrieval algorithm in the single-frequency algorithm. 575 

At precipitation pixels, DSD, R, and related variables are estimated from the storm top to the surface 576 

level. In contrast to the assumption in section 2, ground clutter exists and precipitation and surface 577 

echoes are sometimes missing in the real case. 578 

  First, each range bin is classified into three types (as explained in section 6.1). Next, the forward 579 

retrieval method is applied with different values of  between 0.2 and 5.0 (as explained in section 580 

6.2). The results are then evaluated and the best value for  is selected (as explained in section 6.3). 581 

The NUBF parameter is derived from the results of the first loop and the NUBF correction is applied 582 

in the second loop (as explained in section 6.4). 583 

 584 

6.1 Classification of range bin types 585 

  The precipitation, main lobe, and sidelobe echoes are examined in the Preparation module. At each 586 

range bin, a determination is made as to the presence or absence of precipitation and the presence or 587 

absence of surface clutter. Next, each range bin is classified into one of three types: rain certain, rain 588 

possible, and no rain in the Solver module, based on the judgments made in the Preparation module. 589 
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The classification procedure is shown in Fig. 8. 590 

  Range bins above the storm top are judged to be of the no rain type. Range bins in the main lobe 591 

clutter region, which is below the clutter free bottom (CFB) and at and above the surface, are judged 592 

to be of the rain possible type. The following explanation is for range bins between the storm top and 593 

CFB. If a precipitation echo is detected and Zm is less than 50 dBZ, the range bin is judged to be of 594 

the rain certain type. If Zm is greater than 50 dBZ, by considering the possibility of main lobe clutter 595 

contamination, the range bin is judged to be of the rain possible type. If no precipitation echo is 596 

detected and a sidelobe echo is detected, the range bin is judged to be of the rain possible type. If 597 

neither a precipitation echo nor a sidelobe echo are detected, the range bin is judged to be of the no 598 

rain type except in the following case. If eight or more rain-certain range bins in the liquid phase exist 599 

above the range bin, the range bin is considered rain possible. This case allows for the possibility that 600 

the precipitation echo can be lost because of strong attenuation along the path. 601 

  A second screening of the data is applied for rain-possible range bins. If a rain-possible range bin, 602 

or consecutive rain-possible range bins, are located just under a no-rain range bin, those range bins 603 

are changed to no rain. Otherwise, those range bins are kept as rain possible. After the second 604 

screening, in the main lobe clutter region, which includes the surface, range bins are judged to be rain 605 

possible if the CFB is classified as rain certain or rain possible; however, they are judged to be of the 606 

no rain type if the CFB is classified as no rain. 607 

 608 

6.2 Forward retrieval method 609 
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  The retrieval method changes as the range bin type, as classified in section 6.1, changes. 610 

 611 

a. Rain certain 612 

   At rain-certain range bins, Zm is available. If a range bin is at a storm top, Zf = Zm. Otherwise, Zf 613 

is calculated using Eq. (19) in the uniform case or Eq. (84) in non-uniform cases. In the uniform case, 614 

Eq. (20) is used to select Dm; however, in non-uniform cases, the following equation is used to select 615 

Dm. 616 

 1
10 10

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
dB 10log 10( 1) log 1 0.1ln(10) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
m z m m k m

f m
R m R m

g D f D g D f D
Z t t D L

f D c h f D c h
   

      
   

. (92) 617 

This equation is derived by substituting Eqs. (4)–(6) and (14), into Eq. (82). Once Dm is selected, Nw 618 

is calculated using Eq. (16), and Ze, k, and R are calculated using Eqs. (4)–(6). 619 

  Figures 9 (a) and (b) show the relationship between Zf and Dm as determined by Eq. (92) for KuPR 620 

and KaPR, respectively. Stratiform precipitation, with phase = 200, L = 0.125 km, t−1 = 0.25, and c(h) 621 

= 1 is assumed. Curves for  equal to 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 are drawn. In the retrieval, the lower 622 

limit of Dm is 0.1 mm. The upper limit of Dm is 5.0 mm for the KuPR algorithm and 3.0 mm for the 623 

KaPR algorithm. If the upper limit in the KaPR algorithm is set to 5.0 mm, the frequency of Dm = 5.0 624 

mm becomes high. Also, the upper limit of R is set to 300 mm h−1. If the calculated R is over 300 mm 625 

h−1, the solution is discarded. In Fig. 9, a case with R > 300 mm h−1 is indicated by the dotted line. 626 

  Sometimes, no solutions are found. For example, if = 0.2 and Zf = 50 dBZ in the KuPR algorithm, 627 

no Dm would satisfy the conditions. In this case, the value of Dm that yields a Zf closest to 50 dBZ is 628 

selected and Dm = 5.0 mm. The difference between Zf given by Eq. (19) or Eq. (84) and Zf calculated 629 
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by Eq. (20) or Eq. (92) with the selected Dm is denoted by Zf. 630 

  In rare cases, multiple solutions are found. For example, if = 1.0 and Zf = 44 dBZ in the KaPR 631 

algorithm, two solutions exist. In this case, the smaller Dm of the two solutions would be selected. 632 

 633 

b. Rain possible 634 

   At rain-possible range bins, Zm is not available and Zf cannot be calculated. Ze is assumed to be 635 

vertically constant, thus Ze is set to be the same as the value of Ze obtained at the last range bin at 636 

which Zm could be detected. 637 

  From Eqs. (4) and (16), 638 

 10
( ) ( )

dB 10log
( ) ( )
m z m

e
R m

g D f D
Z

f D c h
 .      (93) 639 

Eq. (93) holds for both uniform and non-uniform cases; therefore, Dm is selected using Eq. (93). Once 640 

Dm is selected, Nw is calculated using Eq. (16) and k and R are calculated using Eqs. (5) and (6). 641 

  Figures 9 (c) and (d) show the relationship between Ze and Dm as determined by Eq. (93) for KuPR 642 

and KaPR, respectively. Stratiform precipitation, with phase = 200 and c(h) = 1 is assumed and curves 643 

for  equal to 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 are drawn. The same limits of Dm and R are used as in the 644 

rain-certain case. If no solution satisfies the equation for given values of Ze and , then a Dm is chosen 645 

that yields a Ze closest to the given Ze. Substituting Eqs. (32) and (59) into Eq. (93) yields 646 

 4.67
10 3
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 .     (94) 647 

Because q > 4.67, dBZe is a monotonically increasing function of Dm, Eq. (93) will never have 648 

multiple solutions. 649 
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  If precipitation exists in the main lobe clutter region, the above procedure is applied. Then Ze at the 650 

CFB and Ze at the surface become the same. Because T and h are usually different between the CFB 651 

and the surface, the precipitation rate estimates differ between the two levels. 652 

 653 

c. No rain 654 

   At no-rain range bins, R = 0 and k = 0, and Dm, Nw, and Ze are set to missing or indeterminant. 655 

 656 

6.3 Evaluation 657 

  The results of the forward retrieval method are evaluated to select the best value of  from between 658 

0.2 and 5.0 using the following two steps. First,  is evaluated from 0.2 to 5.0 with an interval of 0.1 659 

and the best value of  is tentatively selected (denoted by 1). Next,  is evaluated from 1 − 0.1 (0.2, 660 

if 1 is 0.2) to 1 + 0.1 (5.0, if 1 is 5.0) with an interval of 0.01, after which the best value of  is 661 

selected. At each step, the scores for E1–E4 are determined using multiple criteria and a value of  is 662 

selected so that E = E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 is minimized. 663 

 664 

a. Probability distribution of  665 

  The probability distribution of  is assumed to follow a log-normal distribution. In other words, x 666 

= log10 follows a normal distribution. The probability density function of x is 667 
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where x and x are the probability distribution parameters. In the PR standard algorithm, x and x 669 
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depend only on precipitation type, with x = 0.000 and x = 0.146 for stratiform precipitation and x 670 

= 0.000 and x = 0.113 for convective precipitation. In the single-frequency algorithms for DPR, the 671 

x and x depend on region, month, land surface type, and precipitation type. 672 

  The values of x and x are stored in the DSD database. Examples are shown in Fig. 10, with global 673 

maps of x and x for stratiform and convective precipitation for June. The horizontal resolution is 5 674 

degrees latitude by 5 degrees longitude, and x is less than 0 for most grids. The global statistics of 675 

x are approximately −0.050 for stratiform precipitation and −0.102 for convective precipitation. 676 

Convective precipitation tends to have x that are smaller over land than over ocean. The global 677 

statistics of x are 0.104 for stratiform precipitation and 0.191 for convective precipitation. Because 678 

the definition of  is different for stratiform and convective precipitation, x and x are not directly 679 

comparable between the different precipitation types. 680 

  The values of the DSD database used in the DPR algorithms (version 06A) were derived from the 681 

results of the dual-frequency algorithm (version 05) from June 2014 to May 2016. Section 7.3 will 682 

explain that the dual-frequency algorithm has more evaluation criteria for selecting  whereas the 683 

KuPR algorithm mainly uses SRT, which is not very reliable for light precipitation. The DSD database 684 

attempts to convert information obtained from the dual-frequency algorithm to apply to the single-685 

frequency algorithms. When R at the surface is between 10−0.5 and 100.5 mm h−1, x = log10 is 686 

considered a valid sample and the mean and standard deviation of x are calculated for each month as 687 

a two-year average. The 5-degree grid is then separated based on land surface type (land only, ocean 688 

only, and all surface types including coast) and precipitation type (stratiform and convective). The 689 
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sample mean and standard deviation of x are estimates of x and x. If there are fewer than 100 690 

samples (indicated by cross symbols in Fig. 10), those values are replaced by the global values. 691 

 692 

b. SRT 693 

  After the forward retrieval method calculates k over all range bins, PIAg is calculated using Eq. 694 

(21). In non-uniform cases, PIAg0 is calculated by Eq. (91), whereas in the uniform case, PIAg0 = 695 

PIAg. PIASRT may differ from PIAg0. The conditional probability of PIASRT, when PIAg0 is true, can 696 

be expressed as 697 
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where SRT is the standard deviation of dB0
e used in SRT. The error of PIASRT is assumed to follow 699 

a normal distribution. 700 

  In the maximum likelihood method, the product of p1 and p2 is maximized. 701 
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Eq. (97) has only one degree of freedom because PIAg0 is a function of x and the other values are 703 

constants. To maximize the value of Eq. (97), E1 + E2 should be minimized, where 704 
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SRT is not used if its reliability is not high enough (i.e., SRT is larger than 10 dB) or if PIASRT is 707 

more than 10 times as the size of PIA as estimated using the Hitschfeld-Bordan method (PIAHB). The 708 
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latter condition is meant to avoid using significantly overestimated PIASRT which may happen when 709 

surface scattering characteristics are highly variable. If SRT is not used, E2 = 0. 710 

If the surface echo is not distinguished from noise (i.e., the signal to noise ratio of the surface 711 

echo is less than 2.0), 0
m is close to the noise level and may be overestimated. This suggests that 712 

PIASRT is underestimated. In this situation, SRT is referred to as being “saturated.” If SRT is saturated, 713 

E2 is determined using Eq. (99) when PIAg0 < PIASRT. When PIASRT < PIAg0, E2 = 0 714 

 715 

c. Optional criteria 716 

  Usually, E = E1 + E2 because E3 = E4 = 0; however, in some cases, E3 and E4 are determined as 717 

follows. 718 

  E3 is the average of the square of Zf at the rain-certain range bins. If all rain-certain range bins 719 

have a solution for Dm, E3 = 0. 720 

  E4 is set equal to the variance of dBR (dB mm h−1) at range bins in a liquid phase if SRT is either 721 

not used or is saturated. Otherwise, E4 = 0. 722 

  If E2 = E3 = E4 = 0,  will always be 10x. The use of a constant  value may lead to a divergence 723 

in the solution in the same way the solution diverges in the Hitschfeld-Bordan method. To prevent 724 

this, E4 is used if the SRT is not used or is saturated. By using E4, those profiles with a rapid increase 725 

in R at lower range bins may not be selected. 726 

 727 

6.4 NUBF parameter 728 
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  NUBF parameter t−1 must be estimated. Because t−1 is the variance of s, t−0.5 is the standard 729 

deviation of s or the coefficient of variation (the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean; denoted 730 

by Cv) of other variables that are proportional to s. Because no sub-beam measurements are available, 731 

the coefficient of variation is calculated using PIAfin for the eight pixels surrounding the target pixel 732 

and the target pixel itself (i.e., nine pixels). If Cv is smaller than 0.5, t−1 = Cv
2, otherwise t−1 = 0.25. 733 

To prevent overcorrection, the upper limit of t−1 is set to 0.25. To calculate Cv, pixels with no 734 

precipitation are excluded. If fewer than four pixels have precipitation, the NUBF correction is not 735 

applied. 736 

 737 

7. Dual-frequency algorithm 738 

  This section explains the dual-frequency algorithm, which is applied at those pixels where dual-739 

frequency measurements are available. 740 

 741 

7.1 A review of previous dual-frequency algorithms 742 

  When dual-frequency measurements are available at n range bins, the number of independent 743 

measurements is 2n + 2, meaning that 2n unknown parameters can be estimated without using 744 

constraints such as an R−Dm relation. Many retrieval algorithms have been proposed for this problem. 745 

In many studies, the ratio of Ze between the two frequencies, known as the dual-frequency ratio (DFR) 746 

is used to retrieve DSD parameters. For example, Meneghini et al. (1997) proposed a retrieval method 747 

using DFR and SRT. Mardiana et al. (2004) did not use SRT and instead applied a retrieval method 748 
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to solve for two DSD parameters from the dual-frequency Zm values only (MA04). However, MA04 749 

does not perform well with heavy precipitation (Rose and Chandrasekar 2005). Thus, Rose and 750 

Chandrasekar (2006a,b) used a constraint on the DSD parameters to obtain a stable solution. Adhikari 751 

et al. (2007) tried to improve MA04 by using a differential attenuation between the two frequencies 752 

estimated by the profile of Zm values. Seto and Iguchi (2011) showed that multiple solutions always 753 

exist when solving for two DSD parameters from dual-frequency Zm values at a single range bin and 754 

that MA04 becomes less accurate for heavier precipitation or when path lengths through the 755 

precipitation are longer. In the pre-launch phase of DPR, Seto et al. (2013) developed an algorithm, 756 

which is applicable to both single-frequency and dual-frequency measurements, that combines the 757 

Hitschfeld-Bordan and DFR methods known as the HB-DFR method. For the DPR algorithms 758 

(version03B), Seto and Iguchi (2015) added SRT to the HB-DFR method. 759 

  In theory, DSD parameters can be estimated using DFR; however, a small error in DFR can result 760 

in large errors in Dm and R. Moreover, at lower range bins, attenuation correction for Zm can cause 761 

additional error in DFR. Thus, version 03B of the dual-frequency algorithm was less accurate than 762 

the KuPR algorithm in many cases. In version 04 and later versions, DFR has not been used in the 763 

dual-frequency algorithm. 764 

 765 

7.2 Overview of the dual-frequency algorithm in version 06A 766 

  In the dual-frequency algorithm for the DPR, a pixel is judged to be a precipitation pixel if either 767 

KuPR or KaPR determines it to be a precipitation pixel. For a precipitation pixel, the DSD and related 768 
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variables are derived for range bins from the storm top to the surface. If the storm top range bins for 769 

KuPR and KaPR differ, then the higher altitude is chosen. Similarly, if the surface range bins for 770 

KuPR and KaPR differ, then the higher altitude is chosen. 771 

  As described in section 6.1, range bins are independently classified as rain certain, rain possible, 772 

and no rain by KuPR and KaPR. Depending on the combination of range bin types, one of the 773 

following is selected to be used for the forward retrieval method in each range bin: (1) Zm of KuPR, 774 

(2) Zm of KaPR, (3) Ze of KuPR, or (4) Ze of KaPR. Table 2 shows the selection for each combination 775 

of range bin types, where Zm is preferable to Ze and KuPR is preferable to KaPR. If (1) or (2) is 776 

selected, the range bin is judged as rain certain in the dual-frequency algorithm, and the forward 777 

retrieval method described in section 6.2.a is applied to retrieve the DSD parameters and related 778 

variables. If (3) or (4) is selected, the range bin is judged as rain possible in the dual-frequency 779 

algorithm, and the forward retrieval method described in section 6.2.b is applied to retrieve the DSD 780 

parameters and related variables. In any case, Ze and k are calculated from the DSD parameters for 781 

both KuPR and KaPR, which implies that KuPR can be used at one range bin and KaPR for another 782 

along a particular profile. The possibility to selectively use KuPR and KaPR is one of the dual-783 

frequency algorithm’s advantages. If both KuPR and KaPR judge a range bin as being a no-rain type, 784 

the dual-frequency algorithm judges the range bin as no-rain, meaning that R = 0 and k = 0. Ze, Nw, 785 

and Dm are then set to missing or indeterminant. 786 

  The forward retrieval method is applied for different values of  from 0.2 to 5.0, after which the 787 

results are evaluated to select  (as explained in section 7.3). The NUBF parameter is calculated by 788 
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PIAfin as estimated by single-frequency algorithms. Basically, the PIAfin of the KuPR algorithm is 789 

used. If the NUBF parameter cannot be estimated from the KuPR algorithm, the PIAfin of the KaPR 790 

algorithm is used. If the NUBF parameter cannot be estimated from the KaPR algorithm, uniformity 791 

is assumed. 792 

 793 

7.3 Evaluation 794 

  The results of the forward retrieval method are evaluated to select the best value of  from a range 795 

between 0.2 and 5.0 using two steps as in the single-frequency algorithms (explained at the beginning 796 

of section 6.3). Using multiple criteria, the scores for F1–F5 are determined at each step and the value 797 

of  that minimizes F = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 is selected. 798 

 799 

a. Probability distribution of  800 

  As in the single-frequency algorithms, x = log10 is assumed to follow a normal distribution and 801 

the probability density function of x is given in Eq. (95). The DSD database is not used and x = 0 802 

and x = 0.1. 803 

 804 

b. SRT 805 

  The difference in PIA values between KuPR and KaPR is denoted by PIA, where 806 

 PIA PIA[KaPR] PIA[KuPR]         (100) 807 

  The dual-frequency SRT (DSRT) estimate of PIA can be expressed as 808 
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By taking the difference in 0 between KaPR and KuPR, variations in 0 caused by changes in surface 810 

scattering characteristics are mitigated (Meneghini et al. 2015). From the sampled data, the standard 811 

deviation of {dB0
e[KaPR] – dB0

e[KuPR]} is calculated to be DSRT. 812 

  After the forward retrieval method calculates k for all range bins, the PIAg values are calculated 813 

for KuPR and KaPR using Eq. (21). These values are then converted to PIAg0 using Eq. (91). PIAg0 814 

is calculated as 815 

 0 0 0PIA PIA [KaPR] PIA [KuPR]g g g        (102) 816 

  The conditional probability of PIADSRT when PIAg0 is true is 817 
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  In the maximum likelihood method, the product of p1 and p20 is maximized, which is equivalent to 819 

minimizing F1 + F2, 820 

where 
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  DSRT can be used only when it is reliable (i.e., DSRT is smaller than 10 dB) and the SRT values 823 

for KuPR and KaPR are not saturated. If DSRT is not used, the single-frequency SRT is used 824 

according to the following order of priority: [1] KaPR’s SRT (not saturated), [2] KuPR’s SRT (not 825 

saturated), [3] KaPR’s SRT (saturated), [4] KuPR’s SRT (saturated), and [5] no SRT. Table 3 shows 826 

the selection based on single-frequency SRT conditions. If [1] or [2] is selected, F2 = E2. If [3] or [4] 827 
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is selected, F2 = E2 only if PIAg0 < PIASRT. Otherwise, F2 = 0. In the case of [5], F2 = 0. The possibility 828 

to selectively use DSRT or one of the single-frequency SRT estimates is one of the dual-frequency 829 

algorithm’s advantages. 830 

 831 

c. ZfKa method 832 

   At a range bin classified as rain certain by both KuPR and KaPR, the Zm of KaPR is not used in 833 

the forward retrieval method, but rather is used to evaluate . The Zf of KaPR is calculated from the 834 

Zm of KaPR using Eq. (19) in the uniform case and Eq. (84) in non-uniform cases. This Zf value is 835 

denoted by Zf1. The Zf of KaPR is calculated from the DSD parameters estimated in the forward 836 

retrieval method using Eq. (20) in the uniform case and Eq. (92) in non-uniform cases. This Zf is 837 

denoted by Zf2. Here, f3 is given as 838 
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     (106) 839 

and F3 is calculated as the average of f3 at range bins that are classified as rain certain by both KuPR 840 

and KaPR. Using F3 to evaluate  is known as the ZfKa method. 841 

  The ZfKa method shares some similarity with SRT. In SRT, dB0
m+PIASRT is expected to be closer 842 

to dB0
e according to Eq. (22). In any event, PIASRT should be positive or dB0

m+PIASRT is required 843 

to be larger than dB0
m. The ZfKa method uses the precipitation echo rather than the surface echo. 844 

dB0
m, dB0

m+PIASRT and dB0
e are replaced by Zm, Zf2, and Zf1. Zf2 is expected to be closer to Zf1, 845 

and Zf2 must be larger than the Zm of KaPR. Therefore, f3 is defined as explained above. 846 
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  The ZfKa method is not used in the single-frequency algorithms and is one of the dual-frequency 847 

algorithm’s advantages. If no range bins are classified as rain certain by both KuPR and KaPR, the 848 

ZfKa method is not used and F3 = 0. 849 

 850 

d. Optional criteria 851 

  Usually, F = F1 + F2 + F3 because F4 = F5 = 0; however, F4 and F5 are given as follows in some 852 

cases. 853 

  In the same way that E3 is defined in the single-frequency algorithm, F4 is the average of the square 854 

of Zf at rain-certain range bins. If Dm has a solution at all rain-certain range bins, then F4 = 0. 855 

  In the same way that E4 is defined in the single-frequency algorithm, F5 is set equal to the variance 856 

of dBR (dB mm h−1) at range bins in liquid phase if the SRT is saturated or SRT not used ([3], [4], or 857 

[5] is selected in section 7.3.b). Otherwise, F5 = 0. 858 

 859 

8. Performance of the DPR algorithms 860 

  The outputs of DPR algorithms are stored in the KuPR, KaPR, and dual-frequency Level-2 data 861 

products, and Version 06A products for June 2016 were statistically analyzed. The purpose of this 862 

analysis is to check algorithm performance, not to validate the outputs with external validation 863 

datasets or investigate local or seasonal changes. Many other studies deal with the validation of DPR 864 

Level-2 products with regional ground-based precipitation measurements (e.g., Speirs et al. 2017; 865 

Petracca et al. 2018; Watters et al. 2018; Ma et al. 2020). 866 
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  In this section, R represents the precipitation rate at the surface. The KuPR Level-2 product is called 867 

KuPR for short. The KaPR Level-2 product consists of normal scan, referred to as KaPR, and 868 

interleaved scan, referred to as KaHS, results. Here, the dual-frequency product is referred to as Dual. 869 

To compare KuPR and Dual with KaPR and KaHS, only the inner swath pixels are used. 870 

 871 

8.1 Overview 872 

  Table 4 summarizes the precipitation frequency Rf (i.e., the ratio of the number of precipitation 873 

pixels to the number of measurement pixels), the precipitation amount Rsum (i.e., the sum of R divided 874 

by the number of measurement pixels; in mm per 30 days), the conditional average of  (i.e., the sum 875 

of  divided by the number of precipitation pixels), and the conditional average of precipitation rate 876 

Rave (i.e., the sum of R divided by the number of precipitation pixels; in mm h−1) for KuPR, KaPR, 877 

KaHS, and Dual. 878 

  The Rf for KaPR is the lowest of the four and is less than half that of KuPR. This is because of 879 

differences in sensitivity between the channels. The minimum detectable radar reflectivity factor is 880 

15.46 dBZ for KuPR and 19.18 dBZ for KaPR (Masaki et al. 2020). The Rf for KaHS is lower than 881 

that for KuPR, whereas the minimum detectable radar reflectivity factor of KaHS (13.71dBZ) is better 882 

than that of KuPR. This is because of pixel-level differences in precipitation judgment. The 883 

requirements for a precipitation pixel are more strict for KaHS than KuPR because KaHS has a lower 884 

vertical resolution. Figure 11 shows a histogram of R for KuPR, KaPR, KaHS, and Dual. The vertical 885 

axis shows frequency, which is defined as the ratio of the number of pixels at each 1 dBR bin to the 886 
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total number of pixels. Some precipitation pixels have precipitation aloft but none at the surface, and 887 

these pixels are not included in this figure. The lower limit of R is approximately 0.1 mm h−1 for 888 

KuPR and KaHS; however, it is slightly better for KaHS because KaHS has higher sensitivity than 889 

KuPR. The lower limit for KaPR is approximately 0.3 mm h−1. KaPR misses many precipitation 890 

pixels; however, these are mostly light precipitation pixels. Hence, the Rsum for KaPR is not very 891 

different from that of KaHS as shown in Table 4. KuPR and Dual have nearly the same Rf, but have 892 

different  and Rave. The differences among these products are investigated further below. 893 

  Figure 12 shows Rf and Rsum for each angle bin. The horizontal axis shows the angle bin number 894 

where 12 (12.5) has been added to angle bin number for KaPR (KaHS). The Rf of KuPR and Dual are 895 

almost identical. Generally, Rf and Rsum are higher at smaller incidence angles (i.e., when the angle 896 

bin number is closer to 25). The Rf of KuPR and Dual show depressions around angle bin numbers 897 

19 and 32, whereas Rsum does not. Kubota et al. (2016) showed under-corrections or over-corrections 898 

at off-nadir angles due to a technique for reducing sidelobe clutter. This can affect Rf in off-nadir 899 

angle bins. Therefore, it is thought that this technique deleted some light precipitation echoes there, 900 

and improvements of the technique remain a task for future work. 901 

 902 

8.2 Classification by precipitation judgments 903 

  If precipitation is detected at a pixel by either KuPR or KaPR, Dual judges it as a precipitation 904 

pixel. If precipitation is not detected by KuPR but is detected by KaPR, the pixel is classified as type-905 

1. The Rf in Dual is slightly higher than in KuPR due to type-1 classifications. If precipitation is not 906 
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detected by KaPR but is detected by KuPR, the pixel is classified as type-2. Lastly, if precipitation is 907 

detected by both KuPR and KaPR, the pixel is classified as type-3. Table 5 shows Rf, Rsum,  and Rave 908 

values for each type (i.e., type-1, type-2, and type-3) in Dual. Type-1 has a very small Rf. Type-2 and 909 

type-3 have nearly identical Rf; however, type-3 shows a much higher Rsum than type-2. Type-1 and 910 

type-2 have smaller Rave values as they are mainly for light precipitation. 911 

  Table 5 also shows Rsum,  and Rave in KuPR and KaPR for each type; however, KuPR has no type-912 

1 precipitation pixels and KaPR has no type-2 precipitation pixels. For type-1 pixels, KaPR has 913 

smaller , but higher Rave values than Dual. Additionally, KaPR’s Zm may be overestimated for type-914 

1. For type-2 pixels, Dual has higher  and Rave than KuPR. 915 

  For type-3 pixels, KuPR, KaPR, and Dual have estimates and they are compared. KuPR and KaPR 916 

have similar , but KuPR has higher Rave. Dual has slightly higher  and Rave than KuPR. Figure 13 917 

shows  and Rave for each angle bin. The  value of Dual shows a tendency to be higher at smaller 918 

incidence angles (i.e., incidence angle dependence), whereas KuPR and KaPR do not show incidence 919 

angle dependence. The Rave values in Dual and KaPR show incidence angle dependence but KuPR 920 

values do not. In Dual,  and Rave both show a large discontinuity between angle bins 36 and 37 921 

because of a programming error at angle bin 37. This error will be corrected in the next version of the 922 

DPR algorithms. 923 

 924 

8.3 Dual-frequency methods 925 

  Although Dual basically uses KuPR’s Zm in the forward retrieval method like KuPR, it uses the 926 
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ZfKa method and DSRT (called dual-frequency methods) to determine . Table 6 shows Rf, Rsum,  927 

and Rave with and without the use of the ZfKa method and DSRT in Dual. For Rf and Rsum, the ratio 928 

to those at all precipitation pixels is shown as well. The ZfKa method is used for approximately 80% 929 

of pixels in Rf and for approximately 95% of Rsum. DSRT is used for about 80% of pixels in Rf and 930 

for around 85% of Rsum. No dual-frequency methods are used for 7.27% of pixels in Rf and 1.45% of 931 

Rsum. 932 

  Dual-frequency methods are used not only for type-3 pixels, but also for type-1 and type-2 pixels. 933 

In a type-1 (type-2) pixel judged to be a no-precipitation pixel by the KuPR (KaPR) algorithm the 934 

ZfKa method is used if a range bin is judged to be rain certain by both the KuPR and KaPR radars in 935 

the dual-frequency algorithm. This can happen when the number of range bins where precipitation is 936 

detected is lower than some threshold value. In such cases, the pixel is judged to be a no-precipitation 937 

pixel in the single-frequency algorithm. Because 0 is always measured by both the KuPR and KaPR 938 

radars, DSRT may be used at type-1 and type-2 pixels in the dual-frequency algorithm. 939 

  Table 6 shows that  is nearly 1 when the ZfKa method is not used. This implies that the ZfKa 940 

method affects  severely and may cause the incidence angle dependence shown in Fig. 13 (a). Figure 941 

13 can be drawn separately for cases with and without the use of the ZfKa method; however, the 942 

number of samples differs notably between the cases and Rave is as well. Therefore, test products were 943 

prepared to check whether the ZfKa method or other factors affect  and its incidence angle 944 

dependence. Table 7 lists the settings of the test products. The angle bin dependence of  and Rave for 945 

type-3 pixels for the standard product and test products in Dual are shown in Fig. 14. 946 
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  Test product 1 does not use the ZfKa method and has higher  and Rave than the standard product. 947 

Additionally, the incidence angle dependence of  is clearly seen in test product 1. This means that 948 

the ZfKa method affects , but it is not a unique cause of incidence angle dependence of . 949 

  Test products 2 and 4 do not use DSRT but rather use single-frequency SRTs. Test product 2 prefers 950 

KaPR’s SRT to KuPR’s SRT, whereas test product 4 prefers KuPR’s SRT to KaPR’s SRT. Both 951 

products use the ZfKa method. Test product 2 (4) shows lower (higher)  and Rave than the standard 952 

product. This reflects the bias in PIASRT as well as the reliability of SRT. KuPR’s SRT is not very 953 

reliable, thus  is not largely modified from 1 in test product 4. Both products show incidence angle 954 

dependence for  and Rave. 955 

  Test products 3 and 5 use neither the ZfKa method nor DSRT, whereas test product 3 (5) prefers 956 

KaPR’s (KuPR’s) SRT. Because test product 5 is similar to KuPR’s standard product except for an a-957 

priori pdf of  (DSD database is not used in Dual), it shows  of nearly 1 and no incidence angle 958 

dependence in  or Rave. In contrast, test product 3 shows incident angle dependence of  and Rave. 959 

This implies that the use of KaPR measurements (ZfKa method, DSRT, or KaPR’s SRT) causes the 960 

incidence angle dependence of  and Rave. This problem should be investigated further to improve 961 

DPR algorithms in the next version. 962 

 963 

8.4 Selective use of precipitation and surface echoes in Dual 964 

  Dual can use KuPR and KaPR precipitation and surface echoes. For type-3 pixels, comparisons 965 

among the KuPR, KaPR, and Dual estimates show the characteristics of each product as well as the 966 
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advantages of Dual. 967 

 968 

a. Precipitation echo at CFB 969 

  The range bin type at CFB is analyzed. Table 8 shows the ratio of the number of rain certain, rain 970 

possible, and no rain pixels at CFB to the number of type-3 pixels. In KuPR, the ratio of rain certain 971 

is higher than 90% and the ratio of rain possible is as high as 5%. In KaPR, the ratio of rain certain is 972 

lower and the ratio of rain possible is higher than in KuPR. In Dual, the ratio of rain certain is higher 973 

and the ratio of rain possible is lower than in KuPR. 974 

  Figure 15 shows the ratio of the number of pixels with rain possible at CFB to the number of type-975 

3 pixels, where the horizontal axis is R of KuPR (denoted by RKu). For a 1 dBR (dB mm h−1) bin of 976 

RKu, the ratio is calculated in KuPR, KaPR, and Dual. Because KuPR is stable, RKu is used as a scale 977 

of precipitation intensity. By taking the common scale as the horizontal axis, it becomes easy to 978 

compare the three products. RKu values below 0.1 mm h−1 are not shown as the number of samples is 979 

very few (as shown in Fig. 11). 980 

  In KuPR, the ratio is high for light precipitation (RKu < 1 mm h−1). For heavier precipitation, the 981 

ratio is smaller except for very heavy precipitation (RKu > 100 mm h−1). Under very heavy 982 

precipitation, a precipitation echo at CFB is missing because of attenuation. In KaPR, the ratio is 983 

higher than KuPR for RKu > 0.3 mm h−1. For light precipitation, this is because the sensitivity of KaPR 984 

is lower than that of KuPR. For heavy precipitation (RKu > 10 mm h−1), it is because attenuation is 985 

stronger in KaPR than in KuPR. In Dual, the ratio is almost the same as KuPR but slightly lower than 986 
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KuPR for light precipitation (0.3 mm h−1 < RKu < 1 mm h−1). 987 

  Figure 16 shows the precipitation echo selection at CFB in Dual. The horizontal axis is the same 988 

as that in Fig. 15. As explained in section 7.2, the order of priority is (1) KuPR’s Zm, (2) KaPR’s Zm, 989 

(3) KuPR’s Ze, and (4) KaPR’s Ze. The vertical axis in Fig. 16 shows the ratio of the number of pixels 990 

where each of (1)–(4) is selected at CFB in Dual to the number of type-3 pixels for a 1 dBR bin of 991 

RKu. For very light precipitation (RKu ~ 0.1 mm h−1), (3) is mainly used. For heavier precipitation, the 992 

ratio of (1) increases and that of (3) decreases. When 3 mm h−1 < RKu < 100 mm h−1, (1) is almost 993 

always used. For very heavy precipitation (RKu > 100 mm h−1), (3) is sometimes used. (2) is used for 994 

some light precipitation (RKu ~ 1 mm h−1) and (4) is rarely used. 995 

  Figure 17 shows the ratio of the number of pixels with no rain at CFB in KaPR to the number of 996 

type-3 pixels for a 1 dBR bin of RKu. The ratio is high for light precipitation (RKu < 3 mm h−1) and 997 

almost zero for medium to heavy precipitation (3 mm h−1 < RKu < 100 mm h−1); however, it is several 998 

percent for very heavy precipitation (RKu > 100 mm h−1). The latter is a serious problem as KaPR 999 

misses very heavy precipitation. When RKu > 100 mm h−1, the CFB range bin is judged as rain possible 1000 

for approximately 70% of cases (in Fig. 15) but judged as no rain for several percent (in Fig. 17). The 1001 

classification criteria explained in section 6.1, i.e., “If eight or more rain-certain range bins in the 1002 

liquid phase exist above the range bin, the range bin is judged as rain possible,” works well. This rule 1003 

implies that in most heavy precipitation cases, KaPR will assume rain possible at the CFB. 1004 

 1005 

b. SRT 1006 
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  As described in sections 6.3.b and 7.3.b, SRT is not used in some cases and saturated in others. If 1007 

SRT is used and is not saturated, it is referred to as “SRT is normally used.” Table 9 shows the ratio 1008 

of the number of “SRT is normally used,” “SRT is saturated,” and “SRT is not used” pixels to the 1009 

number of type-3 pixels. In KuPR, SRT is normally used for more than 90% of type-3 pixels and SRT 1010 

is not used for the rest. The ratio of “SRT is saturated” for KuPR is almost zero. For KaPR, the SRT 1011 

is normally used for more than 98% of type-3 pixels. The ratio of SRT is not used is lower than for 1012 

KuPR, but the ratio of SRT is saturated is not zero (0.49%). In Dual, the ratio of SRT is normally used 1013 

is higher than in KuPR and in KaPR and the ratio of SRT is saturated is almost zero. The ratio of SRT 1014 

is not used is lower than in KuPR and in KaPR. 1015 

  Figure 18(a) shows the ratio of the number of pixels where SRT is not used to the number of type-1016 

3 pixels for a 1 dBR bin of RKu. In KuPR, SRT is not used for light precipitation (RKu < 3 mm h−1) or 1017 

for very heavy precipitation (RKu > 100 mm h−1). In KaPR, the ratio is lower for light precipitation 1018 

(RKu < 3 mm h−1) but higher for heavy precipitation (RKu > 30 mm h−1). For light precipitation, PIA 1019 

is smaller and SRT is less reliable for KuPR than for KaPR. For heavy precipitation, PIASRT is 1020 

sometimes much higher than PIAHB, in which case SRT is not used. This is not only an error for 1021 

PIASRT, but PIAHB also tends to be underestimated for heavy precipitation, particularly in KaPR. This 1022 

should be improved in the next version. In Dual, the ratio of SRT is not used is lower than in KuPR 1023 

and KaPR for both light and heavy precipitation. 1024 

  Figure 18(b) shows the ratio of the number of pixels where SRT is saturated to the number of 1025 

type-3 pixels. In KaPR, the ratio is high when RKu > 10 mm h−1. In Dual, SRT is saturated is found 1026 
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only for very heavy precipitation (RKu > 100 mm h−1). 1027 

  Figure 19 shows Rave for KaPR and Dual along the vertical axis, whereas the horizontal axis is RKu. 1028 

In cases where SRT is not used, the Rave for KaPR has a ceiling around 10 mm h−1 so that severe 1029 

underestimation happens. In cases where SRT is saturated, Rave for KaPR is not very accurate; 1030 

however, it is much higher than in the previous case. This suggests that it is better to use SRT even if 1031 

it is saturated. When R > 100 mm h−1, SRT is saturated for about 50% of the pixels and SRT is not 1032 

used for about 25% (Fig. 18). The cases where SRT is not used should be avoided as much as possible. 1033 

  Figure 20 shows the selection of SRT in Dual. As explained in section 7.2, the order of priority is 1034 

DSRT, KaPR’s SRT, KuPR’s SRT, KaPR’s SRT (saturated), and KuPR’s SRT (saturated). DSRT is 1035 

mostly selected when 3 mm h−1 < RKu < 10 mm h−1. The vertical axis in Fig. 20 shows the ratio of the 1036 

number of pixels where DSRT, KaPR’s SRT, or KuPR’s SRT is selected in Dual to the number of 1037 

type-3 pixels for a 1 dBR bin of RKu. For light precipitation (RKu < 3 mm h−1), KaPR’s SRT is selected 1038 

for approximately 10% of the cases. For heavy precipitation (RKu > 10 mm h−1), KuPR’s SRT becomes 1039 

dominant. By selecting different SRTs, SRT is not used is mostly avoided in Dual. 1040 

 1041 

9. Summary 1042 

 1043 

9.1 Characteristics of the precipitation rate retrieval algorithm 1044 

  The precipitation rate retrieval algorithms for the DPR algorithms (version 06A) are developed. 1045 

Major changes from version 03B (Seto and Iguchi 2015) include the introduction of the R−Dm relation 1046 
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(instead of the k−Ze relation), NUBF correction, DSD database (single-frequency algorithms only), 1047 

and the ZfKa method (instead of the DFR method; dual-frequency algorithm only). Table 10 1048 

summarizes the characteristics of the updated DPR algorithms (version 06A) in comparison to version 1049 

03B and other previous algorithms. 1050 

  For the KuPR algorithm, a method like that of the PR algorithm is used, but with an R−Dm relation 1051 

instead of a k−Ze relation. The R−Dm relation is used also for the KaPR algorithm and the dual-1052 

frequency algorithm, meaning that the three algorithms share a common constraint on the DSD. 1053 

  The dual-frequency algorithm has the same structure as the single-frequency algorithms; the 1054 

forward retrieval method is applied to Zm or Ze at a single-frequency with an assumed  and the results 1055 

are then evaluated to select the best . The DFR is not used because it does not always work well 1056 

under real measurement conditions. The dual-frequency algorithm has the advantages that it can select 1057 

KuPR or KaPR for the precipitation echoes and use additional evaluation criteria such as the ZfKa 1058 

method and DSRT. When DSRT is not available, KaPR’s SRT or KuPR’s SRT can be selected. The 1059 

dual-frequency algorithm has more evaluation criteria to select  whereas the single-frequency 1060 

algorithm mainly uses a single-frequency SRT, which is not very accurate, particularly for light 1061 

precipitation. The DSD database has been introduced to convert information obtained from the dual-1062 

frequency algorithm for application to the single-frequency algorithms. 1063 

  The NUBF correction used in the DPR algorithms assumes that Nw varies horizontally, that Dm is 1064 

constant in a beam, and that the R−Dm relation holds for the average values. These assumptions differ 1065 

from those used in the PR algorithm, where k varies horizontally in a beam and the k−Ze relation holds 1066 
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in any sub-beam. 1067 

 1068 

9.2 Performance of the precipitation rate retrieval algorithm 1069 

  From the statistical analysis of outputs, the following results are found. 1070 

  In the KuPR algorithm,  and R do not show significant incidence angle dependence, whereas R 1071 

shows incidence angle dependence in the KaPR algorithm and  and R show incidence angle 1072 

dependence in the dual-frequency algorithm. No major problems have been found in the KuPR 1073 

algorithm. 1074 

  The KaPR algorithm misses precipitation and surface echoes under heavy precipitation. When the 1075 

precipitation echo is missing at CFB, the KaPR algorithm usually judges a pixel as rain possible and 1076 

extrapolates Ze to estimate the precipitation; it rarely judges the situation as no rain. Even if the surface 1077 

echo is missing, the saturated SRT is used. However, sometimes SRT is not used for heavy 1078 

precipitation and severe underestimation occurs. 1079 

  The dual-frequency algorithm has a higher precipitation frequency than either of the single-1080 

frequency algorithms. This follows from the fact that the dual-frequency algorithm assumes the 1081 

presence of precipitation if either KuPR or KaPR detect precipitation. The precipitation pixels of the 1082 

dual-frequency algorithm are classified into three types: type-1 (KaPR detects precipitation, but 1083 

KuPR does not), type-2 (KuPR detects precipitation, but KaPR does not), and type-3 (both KuPR and 1084 

KaPR detect precipitation). Type-1 is rare, but type-2 and type-3 are found in nearly half of the 1085 

precipitation pixels. 1086 
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  The dual-frequency algorithm generally uses DSRT; however, it uses KaPR’s SRT for light 1087 

precipitation and KuPR’s SRT for heavy precipitation. Cases where the SRT is not used in the dual-1088 

frequency algorithm are rare. 1089 

  The dual-frequency algorithm uses the ZfKa method and DSRT to select the best value of  not 1090 

only for type-3 pixels, but for type-1 and type-2 pixels as well. For more than 90% of the precipitation 1091 

pixels, either the ZfKa method or DSRT is used. 1092 

  In the dual-frequency algorithm,  shows incidence angle dependence. The reason for this has not 1093 

been clearly shown, but it may be related to the use of KaPR measurements. The improvement of the 1094 

use of KaPR measurements is important for the next version of the DPR algorithms, which will be 1095 

applied to measurements after the scan pattern change of KaPR, when all pixels are measured by both 1096 

radars. 1097 
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Appendix 1105 

  For the analysis of Level-2 products in Section 8, the variable qualitySLV, a 4-byte integer given 1106 
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at each pixel, is used. Information about the Solver module is contained at bits 1–32 as shown in 1107 

Table A1. Some bits with no significant information are omitted from the table. For example, the 1108 

information about the ZfKa method is at bit 7. qualitySLV is divided by 27−1 and the quotient is 1109 

divided by 2. If the remainder is 0, the ZfKa method is not used, but if the remainder is 1, it is used. 1110 

To check judgment at CFB (bits 25 and 26), divide qualitySLV by 225−1 and divide the resulting 1111 

quotient by 4. At no-precipitation pixels, qualitySLV is generally 0. 1112 

  1113 
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Fig. 14 Angle bin dependence of (a)  and (b) Rave for type-3 pixels in Dual with different options for 1275 

the use of dual-frequency methods. 1276 

Fig. 15 The ratio of the number of pixels with rain possible at CFB to the number of type-3 pixels for 1277 

a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1278 

Fig. 16 The selection of precipitation echo at CFB for type-3 pixels in Dual. The vertical axis shows 1279 

the ratio of the number of pixels where each of KuPR’s Zm, KaPR’s Zm, KuPR’s Ze, or KaPR’s Ze 1280 

is selected to the number of type-3 pixels for a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1281 

Fig. 17 The ratio of the number of pixels with no rain at CFB to the number of type-3 pixels in KaPR 1282 

for a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1283 

Fig. 18 The ratio of the number of pixels where (a) SRT is not used and (b) SRT is saturated to the 1284 

number of type-3 pixels for a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1285 

Fig. 19 Rave of type-3 pixels in KaPR and Dual when (a) SRT is not used and (b) SRT is saturated for 1286 

a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1287 

Fig. 20 The selection of SRT for type-3 in Dual. The vertical axis shows the ratio of the number of 1288 

pixels where DSRT, KaPR’s SRT, or KuPR’s SRT is selected to the number of type-3 pixels for a 1289 

1 dBR bin of RKu. 1290 
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 1291 

 1292 

Fig. 1 A schematic figure of the scan pattern of DPR (before May 21, 2018). 1293 

 1294 

 1295 

Fig. 2 A flow chart of DPR algorithms. 1296 
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 1297 

 1298 

Fig. 3 Correction factors for precipitation rate at different heights. 1299 

  1300 
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 1301 

 1302 

Fig. 4 Samples of a scattering table for pixels with a bright band. (a) and (b) show dBfz(Dm) and (c) 1303 

and (d) are for dBfk(Dm). (a) and (c) are for KuPR and (b) and (d) are for KaPR. 1304 

 1305 
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 1306 

 1307 

Fig. 5 Samples of a scattering table for pixels without a bright band. (a) and (b) show dBfz(Dm) and 1308 

(c) and (d) are for dBfk(Dm). (a) and (c) are for KuPR and (b) and (d) are for KaPR. 1309 

 1310 

 1311 
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   1312 

Fig. 6 Comparison of R−Dm relation and k−Ze relations. (a) represents stratiform precipitation and (b) 1313 

represents convective precipitation. 1314 

 1315 

 1316 

Fig. 7 Relation between PIAg0 and PIA for different values of t−1. 1317 

 1318 

 1319 
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  1320 

Fig. 8 Flow chart to classify range bins into rain certain, rain possible, and no rain. 1321 

  1322 
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 1323 

   1324 

 1325 

  1326 

Fig. 9 (a),(b) Relation between dBZf and Dm. (c),(d) Relation between dBZe and Dm. (a),(c) is for 1327 

KuPR and (b),(d) is for KaPR. The solid line represents R < 300 mm h−1 and the dotted line indicates 1328 

R > 300 mm h−1. In (b),(d), Dm > 3 mm is shaded as the upper limit of Dm set to 3mm in the KaPR 1329 

algorithm. 1330 

 1331 
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   1332 

   1333 

Fig. 10 Sample DSD database. All surface types for June. (a) and (b) show x and (c) and (d) show 1334 

x. (a) and (c) represent stratiform precipitation and (b) and (d) represent convective precipitation. If 1335 

there are fewer than 100 samples (shown by cross symbols), the values are replaced by the global 1336 

value. 1337 

  1338 
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 1339 

Fig. 11 Histogram of R. 1340 

 1341 

  1342 

Fig. 12 Angle bin dependence of (a) Rf and (b) Rsum. 1343 

 1344 
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  1345 

Fig. 13 Angle bin dependence of (a)  and (b) Rave for type-3 pixels. 1346 

 1347 

   1348 

Fig. 14 Angle bin dependence of (a)  and (b) Rave for type-3 pixels in Dual with different options for 1349 

the use of dual-frequency methods. 1350 

 1351 
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 1352 

Fig. 15 The ratio of the number of pixels with rain possible at CFB to the number of type-3 pixels for 1353 

a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1354 

 1355 

 1356 

Fig. 16 The selection of precipitation echo at CFB for type-3 pixels in Dual. The vertical axis shows 1357 

the ratio of the number of pixels where each of KuPR’s Zm, KaPR’s Zm, KuPR’s Ze, or KaPR’s Ze is 1358 

selected to the number of type-3 pixels for a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1359 

 1360 
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 1361 

Fig. 17 The ratio of the number of pixels with no rain at CFB to the number of type-3 pixels in KaPR 1362 

for a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1363 

 1364 

  1365 

Fig. 18 The ratio of the number of pixels where (a) SRT is not used and (b) SRT is saturated to the 1366 

number of type-3 pixels for a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1367 

 1368 
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  1369 

Fig. 19 Rave of type-3 pixels in KaPR and Dual when (a) SRT is not used and (b) SRT is saturated for 1370 

a 1 dBR bin of RKu. 1371 

 1372 

 1373 

Fig. 20 The selection of SRT for type-3 in Dual. The vertical axis shows the ratio of the number of 1374 

pixels where DSRT, KaPR’s SRT, or KuPR’s SRT is selected to the number of type-3 pixels for a 1 1375 

dBR bin of RKu. 1376 

  1377 
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Table 1 Parameters of precipitation particles at different altitudes. 1398 

Without BB With BB phase T (Co) Pw Pi s (g cm-3) U 

Above 0 oC 

height 

Above BB 50 -50 0.000 0.109 0.100 2.0

T + 100 -50 < T < 0 (not explicitly given) 

 Top of BB 100 0 0.017 0.123 0.130 3.4

Between top and 

peak of BB 

125 0 0.044 0.180 0.210 8.7

Peak of BB 150 0 0.170 0.263 0.412 140

Between peak and 

bottom of BB 

175 0 0.380 0.257 0.616 140

0 oC height Bottom of BB 200 0 1.000 0.000 1.000 n/a

Below 0 oC 

height 

Below BB T + 200 0 < T   50 1.000 0.000 1.000 n/a

 1399 

Table 2 Information used at a range bin in the forward retrieval method in the dual-frequency 1400 

algorithm depending on the combination of range bin types by KuPR and KaPR. Range bin type in 1401 

the dual-frequency algorithm is shown in parentheses. 1402 

KaPR 

KuPR 

Rain certain Rain possible No rain 

Rain certain (1) Zm of KuPR 

(rain certain) 

(1) Zm of KuPR 

(rain certain) 

(1) Zm of KuPR 

(rain certain) 

Rain possible (2) Zm of KaPR 

(rain certain) 

(3) Ze of KuPR 

(rain possible) 

(3) Ze of KuPR 

(rain possible) 

No rain (2) Zm of KaPR 

(rain certain) 

(4) Ze of KaPR 

(rain possible) 

None of (1) – (4) 

(no rain) 

  1403 
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Table 3 Selection of SRT when DSRT is not used in the dual-frequency algorithm. 1404 

KaPR’s SRT 

KuPR’s SRT 

Reliable and 

not saturated 

Saturated Not reliable 

Reliable and not saturated [1] KaPR’s SRT 

(not saturated) 

[2] KuPR’s SRT 

(not saturated) 

[2] KuPR’s SRT 

(not saturated) 

Saturated [1] KaPR’s SRT 

(not saturated) 

[3] KaPR’s SRT 

(saturated) 

[4] KuPR’s SRT 

(saturated) 

Not reliable [1] KaPR’s SRT 

(not saturated) 

[3] KaPR’s SRT 

(saturated) 

[5] no SRT 

 1405 

Table 4 Rf, Rsum,  and Rave in KuPR, KaPR, KaHS, and Dual. 1406 

 Precipitation 

frequency 

Rf 

Precipitation 

Amount 

Rsum (mm 30days-1)

Average of  Average  

precipitation rate 

Rave (mm h-1) 

KuPR 0.06209 67.01 0.868 1.499 

KaPR 0.03086 46.98 0.869 2.115 

KaHS 0.05468 48.81 0.877 1.240 

Dual 0.06242 69.16 0.923 1.539 

 1407 

Table 5 Rf, Rsum,  and Rave for types 1–3 in KuPR, KaPR, and Dual. Rsum has a unit of mm 30 days−1 1408 

and Rave has a unit of mm h−1. 1409 

 Dual KuPR KaPR 

Rf Rsum  Rave Rsum  Rave Rsum  Rave 

Type1 0.00033  0.09 0.878 0.359     0.20 0.847 0.844

Type2 0.03157  9.78 0.959 0.430  9.08 0.869 0.400    

Type3 0.03052 59.30 0.885 2.698 57.93 0.867 2.636 46.78 0.870 2.128

All 0.06242 69.16 0.923 1.539 67.01 0.868 1.499 46.98 0.869 2.115

  1410 
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Table 6 Rf, Rsum,  and Rave with and without the use of the ZfKa method and DSRT in Dual, where 1411 

(ratio) is the ratio of Rf and Rsum to all precipitation pixels. 1412 

ZfKa is 

used? 

DSRT is 

used? 
Rf (ratio) 

Rsum 

(mm 30days-1)
(ratio) 

Rave 

(mm h-1) 

Yes Yes 0.04178 (66.93%) 57.28 (82.82%) 0.897 1.904 

Yes No 0.00788 (12.62%)  8.67 (12.54%) 0.935 1.529 

No Yes 0.00823 (13.18%)  2.21 ( 3.19%) 0.997 0.373 

No No 0.00454 ( 7.27%)  1.00 ( 1.45%) 0.998 0.307 

 1413 

Table 7 Settings of the test products. 1414 

Product number ZfKa method DSRT 

Standard product Used Used 

Test product 1 Not used Used 

Test product 2 Used Not used (KaPR’s SRT is preferred) 

Test product 3 Not used Not used (KaPR’s SRT is preferred) 

Test product 4 Used Not used (KuPR’s SRT is preferred) 

Test product 5 Not used Not used (KuPR’s SRT is preferred) 

 1415 

Table 8 The ratio of the number of pixels with rain certain, rain possible, or no rain at CFB to the 1416 

number of type-3 pixels. 1417 

  KuPR KaPR Dual 

rain certain at CFB 93.32% 77.85% 94.75% 

rain possible at CFB  5.00% 14.26%  3.58% 

no rain at CFB  1.68%  7.89%  1.66% 

Table 9 The ratio of the number of pixels where SRT is normally used, SRT is saturated, and SRT is 1418 

not used to the number of type-3 pixels. 1419 

  KuPR KaPR Dual 

SRT is normally used 91.57% 98.13% 99.32% 

SRT is saturated  0.00%  0.49%  0.00% 

SRT is not used  8.43%  1.38%  0.67% 
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Table 10  Characteristics of the DPR algorithms and previous algorithms. 1420 

 Single-frequency algorithm Dual-frequency algorithm 

Algorithm 

Version 

PR 

Version 7 

DPR 

Version 06A 

(Seto et al. 

2013) 

DPR 

Version 03B 

DPR 

Version 06A 

DSD 

constraint 

k-Ze 

relation 

R-Dm 

relation 

k-Ze 

relation 

k-Ze 

relation 

R-Dm 

relation 

DSD database Not used Used Not used Not used Not used 

DFR method Not used Not used Used Used Not used 

ZfKa method Not used Not used Not used Not used Used 

SRT Used Used Not used Used (DSRT) Used (DSRT) 

NUBF 

correction 

Used 

( constant) 

Used 

(Dm constant) 

Not used Not used Used 

(Dm constant) 

 1421 

Table A1 Definition of qualitySLV. 1422 

Bit(s) Contents Value = 0 Value = 1 Value = 2 Value = 3 

1 Precipitation pixel? No Yes   

2 & 3 SRT Not used KuPR’ SRT KaPR’s SRT DSRT 

4 SRT is saturated? No Yes   

5 & 6  Normal Lower limit Upper limit Error 

7 ZfKa method Not used Used   

8 Variance of dBR Not used Used   

10 NUBF correction Not used Used   

14 NUBF parameter Not used Lower limit Upper limit Error 

18 & 19 Extrapolation of Ze 

at or above CFB? 

(No-rain) Yes  No 

20 & 21 Precipitation echoes 

at and above CFB 

(No-rain) Only KuPR 

is used 

Only KaPR is 

used 

Both KuPR and 

KaPR are used 

22 Dm takes lower limit 

at or above CFB? 

No Yes   

23 Dm takes upper limit 

at or above CFB? 

No Yes   

25 & 26 Judgement at CFB No rain Rain possible  Rain certain 

27 & 28 Precipitation echo at 

CFB 

Not used KuPR used KaPR used  

29 & 30 Dm at CFB Normal Lower limit Upper limit Error 

32 Data quality Normal Error   

 1423 


